Drug designing and development has its roots in age-old/traditional medicine and is changing with changes in medicinal chemistry. Age old medicines with good therapeutic potential were based on plant extracts. These medicines were effective, but drug targets were not known. In this regard more research should be extended to establish the target for the drug isolated from the natural product.

This may help the:
1) Pharmacists/pharmaceutical companies to generate information or have an idea on the drug targets and also their involvement in a particular disease
2) Indirectly help the pharmaceutical companies to identify a novel drug and thus to recover from the huge losses due the present business model.
3) Third world countries may find a solution to the diseases which are neglected till date.

Another important aspect in drug designing is to understand the principal component in the natural product that is actually having the therapeutic benefit. This would benefit the medicinal chemists to develop an analogue with biological activity similar to that of natural product. Medicinal chemistry plays an important role in developing a drug with therapeutic benefit. Medicinal chemistry is traditionally modifying a chemical molecule (natural product) which is of therapeutic value to intervene a disease. This includes identifying a chemical molecule of potential, altering its chemical structure, synthesizing the organic molecule in the laboratory, and testing of its properties and biological activities. Medicinal chemistry has driven the market of the pharmaceutical industry and is continuing to do so.

Medicinal chemistry has witnessed changes in the process of drug designing and development. The primary aim of the present day drug designer is to design a drug for a known target and develop a molecule by completely understanding the active principle with therapeutic potential. Present day drug discovery and development follows a very systematic and complex process to generate Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drugs. The drug discovery process starts with identification and validation of drug targets for a particular disease[1-5]. Medicinal chemists design a new molecule to the established target using Computer Assisted Drug Designing (CADD).

CADD helps medicinal chemist in screening of small molecule library to identify and establish hit by a process known as virtual screening. Computational chemistry helps medicinal chemist in hit to lead optimization by modifying the hit and retaining the pharmacological properties of hit. The hit to lead optimization is done by employing molecular dynamics, molecular simulations, Structure Activity Relationship (SAR) and Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR). Further lead optimization is done by employing molecular docking and by performing Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion (ADME) profile.

In summary, identifying biological targets for age old/traditional medicines, identifying the core component with therapeutic value in the natural product and implementation of methodologies and advanced computing by medicinal chemists would drive or revolutionize drug designing and medicinal chemistry.
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